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Common Core Text Structures 6-in-1 Poster Set
Congratulations on your purchase of the Common 
Core Text Structures 6-in-1 Poster Set, an 
interactive comprehensive tool to help you facilitate 
text-dependent class discussions that will 
strengthen critical thinking, test-taking, writing, and 
oral language skills. This poster set may be used on 
its own, in conjunction with the Common Core Study 
Stickies: Text Structures (#306005), or with your 
own stickies.

Objective
Analyze and identify six common text structures 
and their signal words, then provide written and 
verbal evidence to support your choice. 

Meeting the Standards
The Really Good Stuff® Common Core Text 
Structures 6-in-1 Poster Set aligns with the 
Common Core State Standards for English 
Language Arts below. For alignment with other 
state standards, please refer to our Web site’s 
Standards Match.

Reading
Craft & Structure
RI.4.5 Describe the overall structure (e.g., 
chronology, comparison, cause/effect, problem/
solution) of events, ideas, concepts, or information 
in a text or part of a text.
RL.5.5 Explain how a series of chapters, scenes, 
or stanzas fits together to provide the overall 
structure of a particular story, drama, or poem.
Key Ideas and Details
RL & RI.4.1 Refer to details and examples in a text 
when explaining what the text says explicitly and 
when drawing inferences from the text.

Speaking & Listening
Comprehension & Collaboration
Anchor Standard 1 Prepare for and participate 
effectively in a range of conversations and 
collaborations with diverse partners, building on 
others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly and 
persuasively.

Anchor Standard 3 Evaluate a speaker’s point of 
view, reasoning, and use of evidence and rhetoric.
Presentation of Knowledge & Ideas
Anchor Standard 4 Present information, findings, 
and supporting evidence such that listeners can 
follow the line of reasoning and the organization, 
development, and style are appropriate to task, 
purpose, and audience.
Anchor Standard 5 Make strategic use of digital 
media and visual displays of data to express 
information and enhance understanding of 
presentations.

Writing
Research to Build & Present Knowledge
Anchor Standard 9 Draw evidence from literary or 
informational texts to support analysis, reflection, 
and research.

 This Really Good Stuff product includes:
	•	1	Main Poster 
	•	6	Mini Posters
	•		This	Really	Good	Stuff	Teaching	Guide

With the Common Core Text Structures 6-in-1 
Poster Set, you can set your purpose for reading 
and use think-aloud to explicitly teach and reinforce 
critical thinking, test-prep, and writing skills. By 
analyzing text structures and their common signal 
words, students will hone their skills in areas 
specifically called for in the standards. Practicing 
these skills greatly increases their engagement with 
text in any setting and helps students to become 
more thoughtful thinkers, readers, and writers.

The dry erase mini posters provide an interactive 
space for analyzing details of the text either in 
small- or whole-group format. Because the mini 
posters in this set match the Common Core 
Study Stickies™: Text Structures, the products 
complement each other. Students make a direct 
connection between your demonstration and the 
task they will complete independently. 



Common Core Text Structures 6-in-1 Poster Set
The unique format of this poster allows you to 
display it in two ways:
•		Insert	the	mini	poster	that	you	are	using	in	your	

current lesson in the center of the main poster 
and display the other mini posters around it.

•		Display	all	the	mini	posters	at	the	same	time	
around the outside of the main poster.

You can insert the mini posters into the main poster 
in two different ways: Tuck them either into the 
slits at each corner or into the tabs at the top and 
bottom of the display area.

Managing the Text Structures 6-in-1 Poster Set
•		Before	displaying	the	Common Core Text 

Structures 6-in-1 Poster Set, make copies of the 
reproducible and this guide and file them for future 
use. Or download a copy from our Web site.  

•		Hang	the	poster	where	students	will	be	able	to	see	
and interact with it easily.

•		Always	use	a	dry	erase	marker	on	the	mini posters 
in order to preserve their Write Again® wipe-off 
laminate surface.

Introducing the Text Structures 6-in-1 Poster Set
The poster set is designed to allow instruction 
to be spread over a few days or weeks and used 
throughout the year, depending on which structures 
you are studying. After each demonstration using 
the poster, have students read the poster and 
apply the skills using Common Core Study Stickies or 
stickies you have on hand, during their reading. 
Be sure to point out the supportive graphics on 
each mini poster and the important signal words 
that help to identify each text structure. 

Modeling the Text Structures 6-in-1 Poster Set
Using a text that everyone has read, begin by 
discussing and analyzing its structure as a group. 
Use think-aloud as you consider the helpful graphic 
and signal words, so that students can follow 
your thinking as you analyze the organization and 
structure of the text. Using a dry erase marker, fill 
in answers on the mini poster as students dictate 
them. Later, allow student volunteers to come up 
and fill in answers.

Have	students	practice	analyzing	the	organization	
of a variety of texts. Then have them provide 
evidence from the text, as you did on the mini 
posters, during reading using stickies, which they 
adhere to their reading materials as they write.

Students enjoy working in groups, first to share 
individual answers, then to synthesize their work and 
share their final response with the class. Later, they 
may transfer their work to a notebook or a reading 
response journal. There they may write about their 
analysis in greater detail. They may also work with 
the provided reproducible as a follow-up activity. 

Text Structures Reproducible
The included reproducible offers a way for students 
to practice text structure analysis with the 
skills they learned using the poster and stickies. 
Students may use any available text or they may 
write their own text on the provided lines using a 
structure of their choice. Encourage students to 
use signal words in their writing. Students may then 
swap papers with a partner and identify each other’s 
text structure. 
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Common Core Text Structures 6-in-1 Poster Set
Visit our Web site www.reallygoodstuff.com to 
download Really Good Stuff Teaching Guides.

Related Really Good Stuff Products  
Common Core Study Stickies™: Text Structures 
(#306005)
Really Good Literacy Center: Sort, Roll & Write 
Informational	Text	Structures	(#305995)
Really Good Literacy Center: Plot’s Peak Story 
Structure	Level	2	(#305971)
Common Core Study Stickies™: Literature 
Comprehension	Questions	(#305998)
Common Core Study Stickies™:	Informational	Text	
Comprehension	Questions	(#305989)
Common	Core	Inference	12-in-1	Poster	Set	
(#306786)
Common Core Study Stickies™: Literature 
Inferences	(306601)
Common Core Study Stickies™:	Informational	Text	
Inferences	(#306588)
Common	Core	Stop	‘N’	Jot	6-in-1	Poster	Set	
(#306972)
Common Core Study Stickies™: Stop ‘N’ Jot 
(#306696)
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